


Here is a fact that may shock you: Just because 
your Pap test results are normal, that doesn’t 
mean you have a clean bill of health. 

In fact, 1 out of every 2 cervical diseases  
is missed by this standard test.
For decades, the Pap test, which was introduced in the 1940s, 
has been the best line of defense against cervical cancer. But 
given its low accuracy, this outdated method of screening is now 
often being replaced—or followed by—Human Papillomavirus 
(HPV) testing, because nearly all cervical cancers are caused  
by an HPV infection.

But HPV testing is still not enough to truly  
give you peace of mind.
WHY? Only a small number of women who have an HPV infection 
will ever develop cervical cancer. Therefore, a positive HPV test 
alone can lead to anxiety and unnecessary medical treatment. 
In addition, identifying which high-risk HPV infections will 
evolve into cancer has been a diagnostic challenge…until now.

The New OncoE6™ Cervical Test could  
save your life.
It is now known that the most dangerous HPV infections produce 
two molecules called oncoproteins. The OncoE6™ Cervical Test 
identifies patients that are not only infected with HPV, but are 
also producing E6 and E7 oncoproteins, indicating the presence 
of pre-cancerous or cancerous cervical lesions.

Developed by scientists from Stanford University and California 
Institute of Technology at Arbor Vita Corporation in Silicon 
Valley, the OncoE6™ Cervical Test is an ultra-sensitive break-
through technology that quickly and accurately detects these 
markers for cancer.

The OncoE6™ Cervical Test allows doctors  
to detect cancer at the earliest and most  
treatable stages.
Proven in over a dozen trials around the world in partnership 
with the World Health Organization and the National Cancer  
Institute, the OncoE6™ Cervical Test is being used in the 
United States, Europe, Asia, and Latin America, and is now 
available for the first time in the Middle East and Africa.

Ask your doctor about the OncoE6™ Cervical 
Test today.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is cervical cancer?
Cervical cancer starts when cells lining the cervix—the lower 
part of the uterus—begin to grow out of control. Only some women 
with pre-cancer will develop cancer, but it can happen in as little 
as one year. Cervical cancer is highly treatable when caught early; 
however, it is a leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide.

What is human papillomavirus (HPV)?
HPV is the most common sexually transmitted infection in 
the United States. HPV types are classified as either high-risk 
(types 16 and 18) or low-risk (types 6 and 11). Persistent high-
risk HPV infections cause cancers of the cervix, vagina, vulva, 
penis, and anus.

Can I get cervical cancer if my Pap test is normal?
Yes. Studies show that half of cervical diseases, such as cancer 
and pre-cancer, are missed by Pap tests.

Are there tests that can detect cervical cancer in a  
normal Pap test?
The OncoE6™ Cervical Test can rapidly detect cervical cancer 
and pre-cancer missed by the Pap test with a low number of 
false positives. HPV tests can also detect cancer in a normal 
Pap test, but the false positive rate is higher (especially in 
women under 30 years old).

How much does OncoE6™ Cervical Test cost? Will my  
insurance cover it?
Insurance does not cover this test. Please discuss the  
reasonable out-of-pocket expense with your doctor.

Is there a website that can help me understand more  
about this test?
Visit arborvita.com

Should I take all three tests (Pap, HPV and OncoE6™)? 
Having all three tests done is the best way to protect your 
gynecological health.

What if OncoE6™ contradicts my Pap or HPV results—or both? 
If your OncoE6™ test is positive, there is a strong chance you 
have cervical disease, so you should discuss next steps with 
your doctor immediately.
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